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Warning: 
This activity includes information 
related to a fatal encounter with 

police that some people may find 
disturbing.
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Reminders

• Be sure to view these slides in presentation mode.
• Suzannah and Hannah, former reporters who work at NLP, are 

going to help you examine this topic through journalists’ eyes. 

https://newslit.org/about/team/#staff-suzannah-gonzales
https://newslit.org/about/team/#staff-hannah-covington
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As high-profile court cases unfold, journalists 
monitor and sort through hours of proceedings in 

real time. News organizations work to spotlight and 
explain standout moments for their audiences, who 

may be aware of a trial but aren’t following it 
gavel-to-gavel.
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In this edition of News Goggles, let’s look at the ongoing trial of 
Derek Chauvin, a former Minneapolis police officer charged in the 

death of George Floyd. In particular, let’s compare how local, 
national and international news organizations handled the April 5 

testimony of Medaria Arradondo, the Minneapolis police chief.

Newsrooms may use a narrow or wider lens to frame their 
coverage, depending on their audience. For example, an 

international audience may be less familiar with the case and need 
a broader view, while local audiences may be interested in more 

detailed coverage. What parts of the trial did different newsrooms 
feature? Which comments from the police chief did they choose to 

quote? Grab your news goggles!



Minneapolis 
Star Tribune
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Here’s one local 
story. 

Let’s take a closer 
look at the first few 
“grafs” 
(journalist-speak for 
“paragraphs”)  of 
this news report ...
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My old newspaper! I know from working as a Star Tribune reporter (we called it the “Strib,” 
for short) that the newsroom focuses on stories about Minnesota. Many of its readers live or 
work in the Twin Cities region, including Minneapolis, where the trial is taking place. This 
court case is one of the most important news stories for local readers, and the Strib provides 
more details on the ongoing court proceedings — in the second graf, for instance — than 
news organizations based elsewhere.
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Here’s the first quote in the story. After listening to hours of testimony from the police chief, 
Strib journalists had to decide which remarks to put first. These initial quotes offer 
information or insights that journalists found especially important or newsworthy. Also notice 
that the Strib used a fairly extensive quote (rather than a partial quote or paraphrase), likely 
due to its audience’s interest in this case.



Minnesota 
Spokesman-Recorder
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Here’s another 
local story. 

According to its website, 
the Minnesota 
Spokesman-Recorder is 
the state’s “oldest 
Black-owned 
newspaper.” How might 
its audience impact 
coverage choices? How 
does this headline, for 
instance, compare with 
the Strib’s?
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I’m struck by “sanctity of life” 
in the headline, which was a 
comment made by the police 
chief when he testified. It 
stands out to me that the 
Spokesman-Recorder chose 
to feature these words in its 
headline. This is a 
humanitarian aspect that I 
haven’t seen highlighted in 
other news headlines. For 
example, the headline on the 
Strib’s story that we just 
looked at was: “Chauvin used 
excessive force, unsanctioned 
technique, police chief 
testifies.” Which headline do 
you like better? Why?
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In the third graf, the Spokesman-Recorder mentions that Arradondo “became the first Black 
police chief in Minneapolis in 2017,” a detail that would be of interest to its audience. (Other 
news organizations, such as NBC News and BBC News, also mention this.) Do you agree that 
this is a good detail to include in a story about the police chief’s testimony? Why or why not?



NBC News
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Now, here’s a 
story from a 
national news 
organization. 

Let’s take a closer 
look at the first few 
grafs of this news 
report to see how it 
compares to the 
others ... 
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On competitive, 
high-profile stories, news 
organizations look for 
ways to set their 
coverage apart. NBC 
made its news report 
distinct by taking a 
different approach to 
begin the story. It flashes 
back in time and leads 
with a powerful past 
quote from the police 
chief. What do you think 
of this approach?
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NBC also includes the same part of the police chief’s testimony that is quoted in the Strib and 
Spokesman-Recorder; it just appears later in the story. It is interesting that several news 
organizations selected this quote as especially important. Why do you think that is?



BBC News
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Finally, here’s a 
story from an 
international news 
organization. Let’s take a closer 

look at the first few 
grafs to see how 
this report 
compares to the 
others ...
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For its international audience, BBC takes a wider-lens approach. Its story recaps the police 
chief’s testimony in a more general way and includes basic details of the case sooner. In 
contrast with certain local and national news organizations, BBC also used a partial quote rather 
than a full quote. Do you prefer a broader or more detailed approach to this news story? 
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Here’s a behind-the-scenes look at how one journalist (me!) covered a high-profile murder trial 
for Reuters of an ex-Chicago police officer. Reuters, like the BBC, has a global audience. I 
covered the trial remotely, like many journalists who are covering Chauvin’s case. I had quite the 
set-up at my desk: I watched live local trial coverage on a small TV. I recorded the audio of 
testimony and opening and closing statements on a cellphone so I could double (or quadruple!) 
check quotes later. On a second cell phone, I texted a colleague who was in the courtroom as 
well as sources to verify and clarify information. I also had double computer screens: On one 
screen, I monitored tweets of journalists and news organizations also covering the trial. On the 
second, I wrote stories. My landline was reserved for calls with Reuters colleagues located 
outside of the Chicago bureau. It was a lot to juggle, but for a good cause — providing as fair 
and accurate coverage as possible!
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News Goggles: Next steps

Related: 

• “The trial of Derek Chauvin, and the debate about cameras in court” (Jon Allsop, 
Columbia Journalism Review).

• “How A Minnesota Paper Is Covering The Chauvin Trial From The Black 
Perspective” (Ari Shapiro, NPR).

Discuss: Have you followed news coverage of Chauvin’s trial? If so, how? How do 
news organizations tailor coverage for their audiences? Whose coverage of the trial 
do you like best? Why?  

Idea: Pick two news reports related to the police chief’s testimony. Using a Venn 
diagram, take notes on similarities and differences, focusing on how the stories 
begin, quotes and other details. Share your findings with the class.

https://www.cjr.org/the_media_today/george_floyd_derek_chauvin_trial_cameras.php?utm_source=CJR+Daily+News&utm_campaign=cbba8e7243-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_11_11_06_33_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_9c93f57676-cbba8e7243-174886990&mc_cid=cbba8e7243&mc_eid=f6874a813c
https://www.npr.org/2021/04/08/985421813/how-a-minnesota-paper-is-covering-the-chauvin-trial-from-the-black-perspective
https://www.npr.org/2021/04/08/985421813/how-a-minnesota-paper-is-covering-the-chauvin-trial-from-the-black-perspective
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This exercise originated in the April 12, 2021, issue of The Sift® 

newsletter from the News Literacy Project. You can read archives of 
the newsletter and subscribe here. 

https://newslit.org/educators/sift/
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